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GENERAL/MISCELLANEOUS

Bibliography, pp. 108-18.


Harned, Glenn M. "Principles for Modern Doctrine From Two Venerated Theorists." Army
Principles of War

Human behavior?

Historical applications.


Follow through & exploit success.


SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS-GEN/MISC

See pp. 247-53 for his application

Relies on various historical examples, see Chap 3.

NOTE: US Army version of principles of war appear frequently as illustrated by historical events in the older editions of American Military History: ROTCM 145-20 (Jun 1954 & Jul 1959) and to a lesser extent in the 1969 ed by Maurice Matloff (See pp. 6-10 in the last).

PRE-20TH CENTURY


1900-1939


WORLD WAR II & SINCE


"Lessons of the Pearl Harbor Attack"--25 corrective principles recommended by Congressional Joint Committee.